


WelComE (Welfare Communications
Everywhere) - providing communication
services to link entitled UK Service
personnel on operational duty with
their families and friends back home.

Free* voicemail
Family and friends based in the UK,
Germany and Cyprus can leave voicemail
messages for entitled UK Service personnel

currently serving on operational duty overseas.

Entitled deployed personnel can retrieve
voicemail messages for free in-theatre.

Online top-up service
Entitled deployed personnel, family and friends

can top-up WelComE Account Cards via the

Online Account Manager.

Visit www.mywelcome.co.uk for details.

KEEPING YOU
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WelComE Customer Contact Centre
customer.support@mywelcome.co.uk
www.mywelcome.co.uk
* Free when calling from a UK, German or Cypriot landline
Mobile and international call costs may vary. Check with your mobile/service provider
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Views expressed in Envoy, unless stated otherwise, are those of the author alone and do not necessarily reflect the official opinion of Envoy, the RAF or the Ministry of Defence.
No responsibility for the quality of goods or services advertised in Envoy can be accepted by the Publishers or Printers and advertisements are accepted on the express condition that the advertiser
warrants that they in no way contravene the provisions of The Trades Descriptions Act 1968 nor any other prevailing legislation in the United Kingdom.
The Publishers reserve the right to refuse acceptance of any advertisement without stating a reason.
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This is the best time of the year for me as the weather warms up and everyone
seems to develop more of a spring in their step.

This season finds us hunting out new challenges and I hope that the two articles
here will help furnish you with some ideas. Flt Lt Rachael Lee shares generally
about the 50 sporting associations that are active today in the RAF and Fg Off
Harry Brown delves into the world of RAF Tennis and how you can get involved.

The RAF FF continues to enjoy great working relationships with not only our
stations but our fellow Armed Forces charities and there are some new, as well as
established services to share with you from the RAF Association, RAF Benevolent
Fund, RBL and Service Dogs UK.

From the wider RAF Family too, we regularly have relatives contact us with found
memoirs and stories on their parents, grandparents, aunts/uncles. This issue of Envoy
shares unforgettable adventures of RAF Airman, Derek Gates. It’s always such a
pleasure to work on stories like this and our volunteer editor Kate Graham tells us
more.

I finish with one plea. No, I lie – two!

The first is that we are here for the whole serving community – Regular, Reserve,
single, married – and your families. We want to reflect that in the magazine, so if you
have any stories you want to share, please let me know.

My second and final plea is that we particularly need to reach out to our dispersed
families to see if they would like contact and be included in the general RAF
community. If you know of anyone who might like to have access to this magazine
(other halves, parents, grandparents) please pass this copy on to them. It’s free to
subscribe (www.raf-ff.org.uk/envoy.asp) and one way of keeping everyone feeling
included.

Why should YOU contact
the Federation?

The RAF Families Federation is funded by the
RAF but sits outside the Chain of Command as an
independent organisation. We represent all RAF
personnel – be they Regular, Reserve, single, married
or in a partnership, together with their families.

We provide a voice for the issues and concerns
you have about life in the RAF, and we have direct
access to senior RAF and MOD staffs as well as
Government Ministers.

To do all this, we need to hear from you on issues
such as quality of life, accommodation, health,
education, pay and allowances Everyone’s views and
concerns are important to us.

Key things to remember:

• We work with the RAF/MOD and not against them

• We don’t undermine the chain of command; we
work with them but will dig them in the ribs on
your behalf when necessary

• We will signpost you to the ‘best’ experts to help
you if required

• We always maintain your anonymity and respect
your privacy

• We always maintain a fair and balanced approach

If you don’t tell us, we can’t tell them.

Welcome
from the editor

Front Caption: RAF Waveriders Association.



To find outmore about what we do,
visit rafa.org.uk or call 0800 018 2361

The Royal Air Forces Association is the charity that supports
the RAF family.Whether it’s an injured airman fighting to get
back on his feet, a young child missing their parent away
from home or a veteran needing someone to lean on in later
life, we’re here to help all generations of the RAF family.

The RAF charity,
here for our service personnel
past and present, for life
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DIRECTOR

We have recently launched two
surveys – one for RAuxAF personnel
and one for those families who access
childcare. At the time of writing, we
have had a brilliant response to both,
so a huge ‘thank you’ to everyone
who has already taken the time to
complete them. The good news is
that, if you have not yet done so,
there’s still time to have your say, so
go to our website at raf-ff.org.uk.

Childcare is an issue for many in
terms of access and, especially, cost.
Last year just 137 people responded
to our survey and it’s fair to say that
it probably lost much of its credibility
with the powers that be as a result.
What’s even more disappointing is
that, after we published our report,
we had loads of people coming to us
saying that we had hit several nails
on the head and that they wished
they had filled in the survey after
all! So far this year, the response
has been much more positive and
after just 2 weeks we’ve gathered
over 1,000 responses. Keep them
coming, please. We want to get this

issue on the MOD agenda because it
influences adversely so many other
initiatives like spouse employment
and Help to Buy. The biggest single
reason we are given as to why
spouse/partners do not get a job is
the cost and availability of childcare.
Yet a second income is crucial to
many families if they are to be able to
save for a deposit, pay the mortgage
or even pay the private sector rents
that landlords are asking for in many
parts of the country. I don’t think we
can expect the MOD to routinely
subsidise childcare costs but we
do think they can help by having a
childcare policy (there isn’t one at
the moment) and working with local
authorities to ensure parity of access
and cost wherever possible.

For the RAuxAF personnel reading
this, our survey is aimed explicitly at
understanding what works and what
does not work for you. We’ll report
your views and concerns to the HQ
Air Reserves staff, identifying trends
and issues that they may need to/
want to address. So, again, another

plea: If you want your voice heard,
get on our website and complete the
survey. If you don’t tell us, we can’t
tell them!

Finally, a warm welcome to our
newest member of staff. Graeme
Spark is a former CASWO, as just
about everybody in a blue uniform
will know, and we are delighted that
he is bringing his knowledge and
experience to us in order to help
you. He’s made his mark already
with some great ideas but doesn’t yet
realise he’s on the washing up rota
for the whole of August.

That’s it from me. Regular readers
will notice I’ve stayed right away
from anything to do with National
Insurance this time…..

Enjoy the magazine and have a great
summer.

FROM THE

Director
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The recent launch of RAF 100 across the Service
reminds us that the Royal Air Force will reach a
significant milestone in 2018. While we will rightly
celebrate and commemorate the remarkable
achievements of those who have gone before and
those who serve today, our Centenary will also be an
opportunity to inspire and excite a new generation
about the future of the RAF.

In my previous role as Station Commander of RAF
Halton, inspiration, celebration and commemoration
were never far away. I was privileged to participate in
32 Recruit Graduations, to see the future first-hand
and to welcome recruits and their families into the
RAF Family. Throughout, it was impossible not to be
inspired by the recruits’ success, their enthusiasm for
the RAF and their delight in reaching such a significant
milestone. Equally inspirational was the pride of the
recruits’ families as they shared in that success.

The Graduation is only the beginning of an enduring
relationship that sits at the heart of the RAF Family.
The bond between the Service person, their family
and the RAF, and the support we receive from it, is
vital to our morale and well-being; we could not do
what we do without it. But, it is also true that the
support of our families is neither unconditional nor
can we afford to rely on goodwill alone. Whether
deployed on operations or at home, how the RAF
supports its people and their families defines us as an
organisation and the RAF Families Federation works
tirelessly on our behalf.

Yet, the RAF Families Federation cannot help us unless
we help them. In my current role within Defence

Communications,
it has become clear
that communication
is increasingly a 2-way
dialogue rather than
a 1-way transmission.
While the Envoy
magazine provides
an excellent vehicle
to inform us across
a broad range of topics, it is only part of the story.
Now it’s our turn. The RAF Families Federation is
launching a number of 5-minute online surveys; two of
which are now live (Childcare and RAuxAF). They will
also launch surveys for FTRS, Quality of Life, Pay and
Accommodation. These surveys provide the evidence
that the RAF Families Federation need to influence
and shape how we are supported both now and in the
future. The RAF Families Federation needs your input,
your experiences and your view!

As we turn our thoughts to the future, RAF 100
offers a great opportunity to celebrate the RAF at
its best. And the RAF is at its best with a strong and
mutually supportive RAF Family. As the independent
link between the RAF Family, the Government and
the Ministry of Defence, the RAF Families Federation
is there for you – whether regular, reserve, or family
member – representing your interests, influencing
policy change where necessary and holding decision
makers to account. They benefit all of us and I am
very grateful for all that they do, and all that they will
do, on our behalf.

Enjoy the read and enjoy the summer.

GROUP CAPTAIN SIMON HARPER,
RAF STRATEGY, DEFENCE COMMUNICATIONS 

FOREWORD

Foreword by
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IN THE NEWS

News
MOD and Royal
Mail sign

New agreement signed to keep personnel
connected. Overseas service personnel
will continue to be able to keep in touch
with friends and family at affordable
rates under the new agreement.

A break by
the sea

Looking for a seaside break or know
someone who is? Why not book a stay at
the RAF Benevolent Fund’s respite home
Princess Marina House in Rustington,
West Sussex?

Family Hat Trick
at Graduation

It was a family occasion at the Graduation
Parade of Douglas Intake when WO Rob
Watters, and his wife Sara, watched their
eldest son, Adam graduate from basic
training at Recruit Training Squadron.

176 Armed Forces
projects

New £10m Covenant fund awarded to
176 Armed Forces projects supporting
serving personnel, their families and
veterans.

The ducks have
landed!

The 2016 RAF Association ducks have
landed! This year’s duck squadron
has kindly been unveiled by the RAF
Typhoon Display Team.

The first Ben Club
to open its doors

The first Ben Club has opened its doors
at RAF High Wycombe. Here’s how
the group has been getting on so far.
Following the opening, 14 parents have
already signed up their kids to the Club.

Season Begins for
2016 Red Arrows

The Red Arrows are set to inspire millions
of people in 2016 after the aerobatic
team was given formal approval to
perform this year.

Junior Ranks
flying high

More than 20members of the Junior Ranks
based at RAF stations across the UK and
Cyprus have been told they are to receive
scholarships to learn to fly and achieve solo
standard in a light aircraft.

Ice Sports
Championships

RAF slide to victory in the Ice Sports
Championships. RAF athletes have
stormed through the annual Ice Sports
Championships cementing their position
atop the military winter sports world.

German Air Force
at RAF Coningsby

Personnel from the German Air Force
have been based at RAF Coningsby
during March, whilst taking part in
Exercise Cobra Warrior.

Apply for Marriage
Allowance

Marriage Allowance lets you transfer
£1,100 of your Personal Allowance to
your husband, wife or civil partner. This
can reduce their tax by up to £220 every
tax year (6 April to 5 April the next year).

Your name on a
Red Arrows plane

‘Names on a Plane’ is a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity from the RAF Museum for
everyone to be a part of the RAF’s history.
Museum announces an exciting new
campaign.

Countdown to
Armed Forces Day

Don’t forget! Armed Forces Day falls on
Saturday 25 June!

2016 Typhoon
Display Pilot

“It is a true privilege to display a Front
Line jet”, reports Flt Lt Mark Long. A
life-long ambition realised, especially
considering he joined the RAF as a result
of being inspired by air displays.

Awards for RAF
rescue hero

Royal Air Force hero Senior Aircraftman
Shane Mitchley is to be awarded a top
honour from the Queen for saving a
woman’s life in the Thames in June 2015.

Plant the Seeds
of STEM

Servicemen from RAF Lossiemouth
took RAF technology to children at two
Lossiemouth primary schools last week
as part of the Station’s support to the
nationwide STEM initiative.

IN
TH

E
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Cyber Security
Operations Centre

In a move to further strengthen the UK’s
cyber defences, the Defence Secretary
Michael Fallon has announced that over
£40 million will be spent on a new Cyber
Security Operations Centre (CSOC).

Charity reports
85% surge

SSAFA, the Armed Forces charity, has
reported an 85% increase in requests for
help from serving troops to Forcesline,
its confidential helpline, which was set
up nine years ago.

RAF100 Website
Launch

Help make our Centenary in 2018 a
celebration to remember. The RAF100
website was launched on 1st April.
Find out how you can be part of the
celebrations.

NEM Pay 16
Snapshot

There have been, understandably a
few common questions coming out
of the New Pay Model 2016. The New
Employment Model (NEM) team has
now provided an online A3 snapshot.

MOD announces
investment boost

The Ministry of Defence (MOD) has
announced contracts worth £167 million
to upgrade and build new facilities at
RAF Marham, the future home of the
UK’s F-35B Lightning II squadrons.

Extra support for
Armed Forces

A new Armed Forces National Insurance
credit is available for spouses and civil
partners who joined their partners on
overseas postings.

RAF goes full
throttle

A screaming 1,000cc Superbike, its
daring rider and his expert pit crew are
set to inspire the next generation of RAF
technicians as part of a new sponsorship
deal for Royal Air Force recruitment.

Forces Help to
Buy loans

More than 8,600 service personnel have
used the home-buying scheme since its
launch in April 2014. The Government’s
Forces Help to Buy scheme has
celebrated its two year anniversary.

Covenant website
launches

New Armed Forces Covenant website
launched to enable all those who benefit
from the Covenant, and those that can
support it, to find the information they
need in plain English and online.

Red Arrows
announce flypast

The Red Arrows will fly over this year’s
Pride in London parade for the first time
in a show of support for the lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender community and
LGBT Armed Forces personnel.

Gunners get ready
for the future

An RAF Regiment Squadron has been
putting its airfield protection skills to the
test in preparation for future operational
commitments on Exercise Lions Dawn.

CAAS Band
Challenges

DIO continue to experience a high
volume of CAAS Challenge submissions
that has resulted in a delay in processing
responses; this continues to impact on
issuing responses to Challenges.

Driving thrill at
rally school

The Royal Air Force Rally Team held a
familiarisation day on 5th April aimed at
encouraging new members to join and
take up the exhilarating challenge of rally
driving and navigating.

CarillionAmey
training kicks off

CarillionAmey report that their
operatives, are really important to them
and as such, has launched a new training
programme for these key people.

Further details on all these stories can be found on

www.raf-ff.org.uk

Search for the headline

Further details on all these stories can be found on

2016 RAuxAF
Survey

We have been tasked to engage with
Reserve personnel and, to that end, we
have constructed this survey to capture
evidence about life in the RAuxAF.
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FEATURES

RAF
PUMA
HELICOPTERS
complete first year on Operation Toral
The Royal Air Force’s Puma 2 
helicopters have completed the 
first 12 months of support to 
Operation TORAL in Afghanistan.

The aircraft and personnel deployed to 
Kabul in March 2015 and offi cially took 
over from their Chinook helicopter 
colleagues on 1 April 2015 to continue 
the UK’s contribution to the NATO 
Afghanistan Mission named Operation 
RESOLUTE SUPPORT. 

This was the fi rst deployment for the 
RAF’s Puma 2 fl eet as part of the Toral 
Aviation Detachment, which comprises 
aircrew, engineers, armourers, force 
protection, fl ight operations staff, 
logisticians, administrators, 
intelligence staff and a 
meteorological forecaster. 

With bases spread across 
Kabul, the role of the 
Puma Force is essential 
to provide an effi cient 
method of moving 
coalition personnel 
and freight between 
bases. Since deploying 
to Afghanistan, the 
Puma Force has fl own 
over 2300 hours 
where they have 
moved almost 28,000 
passengers and over 42 
tonnes of freight. With 
just 12% of the available 
rotary wing assets, they 
have provided around 24% 
of lift capability, highlighting the 
outstanding contribution the Puma 
Force is making to the ongoing training 
mission.

The Detachment Commander 
said “The last 12 months have 
seen the Puma Force operate with 
the upgraded Mk2 helicopter on 
operations for the first time. The 
capability provided by the new aircraft 
is well beyond that of the Mk1, and 
it has proved itself to be extremely 
effective at 6000ft above sea level 
in the confined locations of Kabul 
city. We have been able to provide a 
critical service to the NATO training, 
advisory and support mission. The 
professionalism of the personnel on 
the detachment has been second to

none and it has been the highlight 
of my career to work with such 
committed individuals.”

With operations comes sacrifi ce and 
this has been more poignant than ever 
for the Puma Force both in Kabul 
and at home at RAF Benson over the 
past few months. Sadly, the tragic 
deaths of Flight Lieutenants Alan Scott 
and Geraint Roberts on 11 October 
2015 following a helicopter crash in 
Kabul, prove that even though combat 
operations in Afghanistan have fi nished 
and UK Forces have moved into a 
support role, the tasks carried out by 
the men and women deployed are not 

without their dangers. 

The Puma Force 
Commander, Group 

Captain Simon Paterson, 
said, “The contribution 

of the Puma 2 
has already been 
outstanding and 
I am incredibly 
proud of all they 
have achieved so 
far. Deploying 
a new aircraft 
to operations 
overseas for the 
first time is not 

an easy task yet 
the Puma Force 

have delivered 
exceptionally well 

in what has been, 
at times, very difficult 

circumstances. I am certain 
that they will continue to 

deliver the same excellence to 
Defence for many years to come.” 

RAF
PUMA
HELICOPTERS
complete fi rst year on Operation Toral

By Nikki Hamilton, 
Station Engagement Offi cer
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Do you need help with fees for any
school, college, or university in the UK?

The Royal Hampstead Education Fund provides financial
assistance to help with the education and training of the
dependents (up to the age of 25 years of age) of members
or ex-members of the UK Armed Forces.
For over 150 years we have helped to provide betterment
through education for thousands of the needy dependent
children of members of the Royal Navy, Royal Marines,
Army and Royal Air Force. If you require assistance with
fees for any school, college, or university in the UK, please
visit our website and follow the steps outlined to have your
request considered by our grants committee.

Contact us through: www.rshtrust.com

The Royal Hampstead
Education Trust

The UK’s Only Armed Forces Motor Finance Broker
Lowest Rate Guarantee
Lowest Price Guarantee
5 Branches
Over 3000 Cars Available
All Credit Histories Considered

Car Finance
A better way to get a car on finance

19.9% APR Representative
The representative APR means 51% or more of our customers who apply through the website and take up an offer of finance pay a rate of 19.9% APR or less. If you are accepted and your credit history is good you could potentially be offered an APR lower than this rate, if your credit history is poor you could potentially be offered an APR higher than this rate. Finance applications are always subject to status and affordability checks, written quotations are available upon request. *Not all applications for finance will receive an offer. For details please contact us by phone or visit www.mkcarfinance.co.uk

At MK Car Finance, we understand the issues Armed Forces personnel have obtaining credit. Being a specialist military finance broker, we deal with a number of lenders who are sympathetic and understand the unique circumstances of military personnel. With barracks or naval addresses, overseas postings, and moving around often, many of you find it hard to fit the usual credit scoring systems for motor finance. That, coupled with the fact that some lenders won’t even consider members of the Armed Forces, means applications are often unnecessarily declined.
What we do is different. Specialising in Armed Forces car finance, we offer both lowest rate and lowest price guarantees on all our vehicles and finance - more details of which are available at www.mkcarfinance.co.uk. Whether you have good credit or have had credit issues in the past, with 5 branches, and over 3000 cars available at any time, we have something for everyone. We even give you 7 days to return the vehicle if you just don’t get on with it.
For an informal chat with one of our specially trained Armed Forces car finance Account Managers, please call 0 3 3 3 5 7 7 5 5 3 3 , calls charged at 
standard landline rate. Alternatively, you can go to w w w .m k c a r f in a n c e .c o .u k and fill in the straightforward application form 24 hours a day and we will get back to you during office hours.

Unique Financial Services South East LTD T/A MK Car FinanceConstable House, 20 Simpson Rd, Fenny Stratford, Milton Keynes, MK2 2DEAuthorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Firm Reference Number 666832.

M K
Car Finance
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STARTING TO LAUGH
FEATURES

By Judith Broug, Co-founder, Service Dogs UK
These touching words are from 
Mark, who is Army veteran of 10 
years who is struggling with Post 
Traumatic Stress Disorder. He also 
has physical disabilities due to being 
injured in service. A lot of days are 
dark, with little feeling or emotion, 
some are fi lled with fl ashbacks and 
exhausting sleepless nights due to 
nightmares. This is the cost of his 
service to us; his experiences which 
cannot be unseen and unheard do not 
go away now that he is away from 
the front line.

Mark, however, has taken the huge step 
of taking part in the PTSD assistance dog 
programme run by the charity Service 
Dogs UK, where he is training Jerry, his 
own assistance dog under the watchful 

eye of professional dog trainers. Already 
he is benefi tting mentally from taking 
part, bonding with his dog and learning 
new skills.

Life is a struggle for those with PTSD, 
it is a daily challenge just to get through 
the day. However, dogs can help mitigate 
some of symptoms related to PTSD – 
this is why this programme works. Dogs 
offer unconditional love and friendship 
without judgement or the need for 
words. There is a valid scientifi c basis 
behind the idea that dogs can play such 
a meaningful part for PTSD sufferers. 
The interaction between man and dog 
releases oxytocin, a ‘feel good’ hormone 
that reduces stress and anxiety. Research 
suggests that oxytocin increases trust 
and is often called the social hormone, it 

helps us to engage with one another and 
it makes us feel safe. So when we think 
of some of the symptoms linked to PTSD 
such as social detachment, depression, 
paranoia, trust issues (amongst 
others) it is easy to understand 
why this chemical bond is so 
important!

Mark is on a very big 
journey and it is still 
early days, but he 
reports that “it 
really is making 
a difference 
to me”. 

Assistance dog, Ajax.
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and live again…
The programme takes between 9-12 
months to get the dog to assistance dog 
standard, after which the ‘team’ need to 
pass the Assistance Dogs International 
public access test to become a fully-
fl edged assistance dog partnership. In 
this period Mark has two-weekly training 
sessions plus homework. As co-founder 
Judith Broug said “It requires real 
commitment, however, the routine, the 
sense of purpose and being part of a team 
that changes your life for the better is 
extremely empowering”.

“Ajax enabled me to 
fi nd a way to accept 
love as an emotion 

again”
Another Army and Fire Service veteran on 
the programme, Lee, is also experiencing 
positive life changes because of training, 
bonding and living with his dog Ajax. Lee 
says: “Ajax enabled me to fi nd a way to 
accept love as an emotion again”. For 
anyone with emotional numbness due to 

their PTSD this is a big step. For him, in 
seven years of various therapies nothing 
“worked”, Ajax, however, is giving him a 
new sense of purpose and is a constant 
companion to help him through dark times.

The dogs, are mainly selected from 
rescue centres and assessed before 
they are partnered with their veteran 
to establish whether they have the right 
characteristics to become an assistance 
dog and would enjoy ‘the job’. Once 
partnered, the dog is taught how to 
help a veteran with fl ashbacks, how 
to ‘ground’ a veteran, wake someone 
from a nightmare or provide a barrier 
for someone suffering from anxiety in a 
public place. 

Currently Service Dogs UK operates in 
West Sussex, Surrey and East & North 
Hampshire and applications are open to 
veterans with PTSD who have served 
in Armed Forces, Emergency Services, 
Coastguard (MCA) and RNLI. 

To find out more: Go on their
website: servicedogsuk.org

FEATURES

Mark and his assistance dog in training, Jerry.

.
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The absence of the legal trappings of
marriage or civil partnership presents

particular considerations for unmarried
couples – same-sex or heterosexual, the
issues are the same. Service personnel
do a dangerous job and it is only right
that they and their ‘significant other’
understand what the various Armed
Forces Pension Schemes (AFPSs)
provide should the worst happen. In this
short article Mary Petley of the Forces
Pension Society looks at death in service
benefits for families, with a particular
emphasis on unmarried partners.
Q. Would my ‘other half’ get a pension in the

event of my death?
A. AFPS 75 will pay a pension to a spouse

or civil partner. In this, the oldest AFPS, an
unmarried partner is only entitled to benefits
if your death is due to service. AFPS 05 and
AFPS 15 will pay a pension to a spouse, civil
partner or unmarried partner. All unmarried
partners who claim an AFPS pension will
have to meet the ‘substantial partner’ test.

Q. What is this test?
A. You must be living together and your

partner must be financially dependent on
you or interdependent with you. Veterans
UK will seek evidence of eligibility – they
have to but they will do it sensitively.

Q. What sort of financial evidence would
Veterans UK be looking for?

A. Evidence might include:
Proof of bill sharing;
Joint rent book;
Joint bank account;
A will or insurance policy each naming the
other as the beneficiary.

These are just a few examples but you
can do something which would help a
lot - nominate your partner for your death-
in-service lump sum. The AFPS 05 and
AFPS 15 death-in service lump sum is
worth four times your pensionable pay.
To nominate to receive such a large sum
helps to show your commitment to support
them financially in the event of your death.
For AFPS 75 it is three times pay but you
cannot nominate the recipient. It is paid to
either the spouse/civil partner or, if none,
to the children or, if none, your estate. Only
one scheme pays out, and that will be the
scheme that the member belongs to at the
time of his or her death.

Q. How do I nominate recipients of this lump
sum?

A. It is easy. Download AFPS Form 2 from the
internet, complete it and send it to:
DBS, Pensions Division,
Mailpoint 580,
Kentigern House,
65 Brown Street,
Glasgow, G2 8EX
You can nominate one recipient or more
than one, stipulating how the lump sum is
to be shared.

Q. If I do not nominate my spouse or partner, is
the lump sum lost?

A. No. If there is a spouse or civil partner it will
be paid to them, or if Veterans UK agree that
your partner is eligible to receive a pension,
they will receive it. However, nomination
reduces delay, helps prove eligibility and
makes your wishes clear.

Q. So how much will the AFPS 05 and AFPS
15 pensions be worth if I die in service?

A. For AFPS 05 and AFPS 15, the pension is
worth 62.5% of your pension entitlement
calculated as if you had been invalided with
a Tier 3 health condition, and it is paid for
life. Putting it as simply as possible, your
pensionable service under each scheme
would be increased by half of prospective
service to age 55 (for AFPS 05) and to age
60 (for AFPS 15). If the increase plus the
actual service totals less than 20 years (for
AFPS 05) or 25 years (for AFPS 15), the
higher figure is used. If you were transferred
from AFPS 05 to AFPS 15 this increase
is adjusted to reflect how much of your
service you spent in each scheme. Thus,
if someone had 9 years in AFPS 05 and
3 years in AFPS 15, ¾ of the AFPS 05
increase would be added to your actual
time as in AFPS 05 and ¼ of the AFPS 15
increase times your average pension would
be added to the actual AFPS 15 pension.

Q. And AFPS 75 adult pensions?

A. If you transferred to AFPS 15 on 1 April
2015, the spouse/civil partner receives
the Forces Family Pension (FFP) which is
50% of the invaliding pension for your rank
and length of service, with the other 50%
available for the children. For those who
did not transfer to AFPS 15, there is a Short
Term Family Pension (STFP) preceding the
FFP. This means that, if you die in service,
your pensionable salary is paid for 91 days
(if there are no eligible children) or 182
days (if there are). Thanks to the success of
the Forces Pension Society campaign for
Justice for Widows, AFPS 75 adult pensions
are now paid for life.

Q. What about my children?

A. For AFPS 05 and AFPS 15, your partner will
get 62.5% of your pension entitlement. That
leaves 37.5% of your pension to be divided
between any eligible children.

An eligible child is any natural child or a
child who is financially dependent on the
member who is:

under 18;

under 23 and still in full time education or
vocational training; or

a child who is unable to work due to
disability incurred before age 23.

For AFPS 75, the age criteria above alter
only in as much as age 18 reduces to age
17. The scheme expects you to have been
married to the parent of the child (natural,
adopted or a step-child) but, where death
occurs in service, eligibility is extended to
illegitimate children.

In all three schemes the sums available for
the children are divided up as follows:

If an adult pension is in payment, no child
can receive more than ¼ of your pension
entitlement.

If an adult pension is not in payment and
the children are not living with a parent or
step-parent, no child can receive more than
1/3 of your pension entitlement.

If you are a Member of the Forces Pension
Society and have questions about family
benefits or any other AFPS issue,
please email your query to
pensionenquiries@forpen.co.uk . If you arepensionenquiries@forpen.co.uk

not a Member and would like to learn more
about the Forces Pension Society, visit our
website www.forcespensionsociety.org .

Q.

A.

For the past 70 years, the Forces Pension Society has served the
interestsof theArmedForcesandtheir familiesastheir independent
pension watchdog. With four schemes now operating Armed
Forces Pensions have never been more complex, so our Pension
Advisory Service is busier than ever, dealing with enquiries from
our Members.
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INDEPENDENT, NOT-FOR-PROFIT
At the Forces Pension Society, we value our

independence. It enables us to serve the interests of

our Members as the Armed Forces Pension watchdog.

We hold governments of the day to account, arguing

for better pensions and campaigning against

unfairness in the schemes. For example, our 2015

campaign won the right for all widows to retain their

pension on remarriage.

You will receive a range of other membership

benefits, too.

VALUABLE MEMBERSHIP SERVICES
Our Members have access to a range of valuable,

through-life services with significant discounts from
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JOIN ONLINE NOW AND RECEIVE
A FREE £100 CITY BREAK VOUCHER
Visit our website at www.forcespensionsociety.org
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FIGHTING FOR THE FORCES
AND THEIR FAMILIES

Matt wrote to our Pension Advisory Service after failed

attempts with other advisors to achieve what our

pension experts told him.

We deal with hundreds of such enquiries from our

Members helping them through the AFPS pension

maze every month. Join us and see how we can help

you. Or simply become a Member for the peace of

mind of knowing we’re here to help you when you

need us. You’ll be in good company; we have more

than 45,000 Members.

Matt wrote to our Pension Advisory Service after failed 

attempts with other advisors to achieve what our 

pension experts told him.

We deal with hundreds of such enquiries from our 

Members helping them through the AFPS pension 

Matt Davies, FPS Member
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Derek Gates:
An airman’s unforgettable adventures
Written by Kate Graham

The events of World War Two 
were, ultimately, made up of 
countless numbers of these 
individual lives. Ordinary people 
– students, perhaps, or bakers or 
teachers – found themselves woven 
into the complex tapestry of war 
by extraordinary twists in their 
own stories. A closer look, delving 
past the locations and dates that 
form part of popular memory and 
into journals, notes and memoirs, 
reveals these stories. Derek Gates’ 
memoirs of his time in the military 
demonstrate this perfectly.

In April 1942 Derek Gates married 
his partner, Isobel. No leisurely 
honeymoon period was to follow, 
though; in a situation familiar to many 
a military couple, deployment was 
looming. Just a couple of weeks later 
Gates made his way to Lyneham 
to pick up a Beaufort fi tted with a 
long range tank. The very next day 
the same plane carried him and his 
crew to Gibraltar, from where they 

would shortly progress to Malta – an 
epicentre of military action during the 
war. They landed during an air raid, an 
occurrence that became part of the 
fabric of everyday life throughout the 
days and weeks to come.

Early training
This abundance of action was not, 
however, unfamiliar to Gates; his life 
had taken a dramatic turn towards 
one of military adventure when he 
volunteered for the RAF in1939. 
After initial training spanning a large 
portion of 1940 he found himself, in 
December, embarking on a troopship 
at Liverpool. After emerging relatively 
unscathed from a German attack on 
Christmas Day, his convoy made its 
way to South Africa. 

Here in South Africa Gates continued 
his training, participating in and passing 
courses in bombing and gunnery. 
It was challenging work, but Gates 
handled it with aplomb and earned 
the commendations of his mentors – 
despite, upon one occasion, missing a 
target but hitting the plane towing it.

By the end of 1941 Gates’s time in 
South Africa was at an end; his convoy 
docked at Glasgow and he met his 
crew – Steve, Jimmy and Johnny – for the 
fi rst time. They would remain together 
for much of the war. It was during a trip 
to an ice rink while in Glasgow, too, that 
he became acquainted with Isobel, the 
woman he was to later marry.

Malta
In June 1942, then, Gates found 
himself well prepared for the confl ict 
and unpredictability that was to 
follow. Malta had been at the heart 
of determined military confl ict since 
1940 due to its strategically benefi cial 
position in the Mediterranean; the 
subsequent months and years would 
see fi ght after fi ght ensue as the Allied 
and Axis powers fought for its control. 
Ultimately, though, Britain and the 
Allies emerged successful from these 
confl icts – thanks to dedicated airmen 
like Gates and his crew.

Flying further afield
Gates’ participation in the war effort 
was not limited to the battles faced in 
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Malta. As World War Two progressed, 
he found himself travelling further and 
further afi eld. After some time spent 
in Egypt, his crew fl ew to Ceylon via 
Iraq, Oman and Bombay – quite a 
journey. While he thankfully never had to 
encounter the Japanese fl eet he did, one 
night, come face to face with a leopard; 
the experience was a memorable one 
among the anti-submarine patrols and 
convoy escort work his time in the area 
primarily involved.

In June 1944, after almost three years 
and countless sorties, Gates and his crew 
were separated. While the other three 
gained new posts on the ground, Gates 
managed to get a fl ying post; he now 
joined No. 14 Ferry Convoy Unit moving 
Hudson aircraft from Allahabad to Burma. 
Upon volunteering for the RAF several 

years before, Gates cannot possibly have 
imagined how high or how far he was to 
fl y during the Second World War.

The end of the war
In July 1945 Gates found his time 
abroad at an end and he set off on 
the long journey back to Britain, 
departing from Bombay and travelling 
via the now-familiar Mediterranean. 
After a final posting as part of 
the Metropolitan Communication 
Squadron – flying VIPs around 
the United Kingdom – Gates was 
demobbed in March 1946. He had 
completed almost a thousand hours of 
flying during his few years in the Royal 
Air Force.

A great deal of Derek Gates’ story 
remains relatable and relevant even 

now. The Second World War may be 
far behind us, but duty, in peace 
and in conflict, still calls members 
of the Royal Air Force to locations 
all over the world. Life around 
the military – whether as service 
personnel or civilian partner, 
child or friend – is unique in its 
unpredictability. Deployments, 
changes of address and family time 
cut short become all too familiar. 
This has not changed over the 
decades, but neither has one 
indisputable fact: our everyday 
circumstances are extraordinary 
stories; just like Gates, his crew, and 
his wife Isobel we, too, are threads in 
the tapestry that is history.

Reference:
BBC History
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The Dawn Raid

PORTSMOUTH TO LONDON
Join our charity bike ride, cycling either 100 or 50 miles

and witness first-hand how your support changes the lives
of those who have been wounded, injured or sick

www.dawnraid.org.uk
Registered Charity Number 1120920. Registered Scottish Charity Number SC044984.

3 July 2016
Supp

orted by
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Former CASWO
joins the RAF FF Team
In June it will be my honour
and privilege to take up post
as an Armed Forces Covenant
Manager with the RAF Families
Federation. After a pretty hectic
‘transition’ I look forward to
the opportunity to assist in
ensuring that our ‘whole
force’ and their families are
treated fairly and are never
disadvantaged because of the
unique nature of service life and
the commitment that you all so
honestly make.

During my time as a Wing WO on
a ACSU, as a SWO, CASWO and
latterly in training our RAF FS and
WO cadres; the determination,
support and hard work of the
RAF Families Federation Team
brought home to me time and

again the importance of having a
truly ‘independent’ voice to offer
help and timely advice to you and
the chain of command. I know
that airmen and air women and
their families day after day, month
after month and year upon year
consistently place the needs of
the service before their own – but
there are some occasions when it
is right and proper for their own
needs to take priority. During
these times there are a lot of great
people and organisations out there
that make up the ‘RAF Family ’ and
who honestly want to help. It is
personally satisfying to be now part
of that network.

Finally, please remember that
too often ‘ silence is seen as
satisfaction’ so I would urge you

to take part in our surveys, talk to us and
have your say – we are here to help.

Stay safe.

Graeme Spark 

For when the little things get serious.

To speak to Laila or Jacqueline

call 03300 377 235 | hja.net

In an ideal world couples get married, have children
and live happily ever after. But life is not always like that.

As family law solicitors we take the time to listen to
you and understand your circumstances. Whether it is
a divorce, a civil partnership, relationship breakdown,
prenuptial agreement or custody issue – we will guide
you through what can be a very tough time.

Hodge Jones & Allen family lawyers, for when things
get serious.

Laila Bhunnoo
Partner
Head of Family Department

Jacqueline Major
Partner
Family Department

Authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority
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CENTENARY MEMORIAL
To Wittering Fallen
Officially Dedicated
By Ed Chapman, Station Media & Communications Officer

A new memorial to the fallen of Wittering
village and Royal Air Force Wittering was
formally dedicated in a service at All
Saints’ Church on 5th May 2016.

Air Chief Marshal Sir Stephen Hillier,
Chief of the Air Staff (designate), joined
personnel from RAF Wittering, the
members of Wittering Parish Council and
residents of the village at the thoughtful
service which marked the beginning of
the Station’s centennial.

Crafted entirely of stone the new
memorial is dedicated to those from
the Station and the village who have
made the ultimate sacrifice since World
War One. Former Station Commanders
attended, including Air Vice Marshal
Richard Knighton and Air Commodore
Damian Alexander.

A brass quintet provided background
music for the service of dedication,
notably playing the theme from TV
series ‘Band of Brothers’. The service
was punctuated by the sound of aircraft
engines as a formation of Grob Tutors
and then the majestic shape of the
Spitfire overflew the churchyard.

Group Captain Richard Pratley is the
Station Commander at RAF Wittering.
He said: “Air Chief Marshal Hillier’s
presence shows us just how deeply
the Royal Air Force feels the sacrifices
made by the fallen, and how seriously it

regards the relationships with our nearest
neighbours.”

Reverend Squadron Leader David
Haslam, RAF Wittering Chaplain, and
the Reverend Dave Maylor, Rector of All
Saints’ Church, led the combined service
of dedication and gave thanks for the
constructive bond between Wittering
village and the Station which, after a
century, shows no sign of fading.

92 year old WWII RAF Wittering veteran
William Moore attended the service,
giving it an added sense of poignancy.
He said of the village: “We always got on
well with the local people, and that is also
a great help. And I can assure you that, if
we had anything that went wrong, they
were the first to help out.”

The Station Commander continued;
“Royal Air Force Wittering is very
fortunate to have such wonderful
neighbours in Wittering village, and
positive partners in the Parish Council.
In funding the new memorial Wittering
Parish Council has done the village and
the Station proud. It’s been an honour for
us to play our part in bringing this fitting
and worthwhile project into being.”

RAF Wittering: http://www.raf.mod.uk/
rafwittering/

Wittering Parish Council: http://
witteringparishcouncil.com/ 

RAF Wittering Chaplain, Reverend Squadron

Leader David Haslam.

RAF Wittering Station Commander Group Captain

Richard Pratley, Chief of the Air Staff (designate)

Air Chief Marshal Sir Stephen Hillier and Warrant

Officer Simon Webb.

Front row: left to right, RAF Wittering Station

Warrant Officer Barry Tanswell, Squadron Leader

Jade Richards, Warrant Officer Neil Paylor.

Rob Persani from Rutland Radio interviews 

RAF Veteran William Moore.

RAF Veteran William Moore and Flying Offi cer 

Lynsey Carveth.

The new memorial.
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LOOK
TO THE
FUTURE.

DEVELOP YOUR CAREER

FUTURE.

DEVELOP YOUR CAREER

LOW COST
The OU is ELC approved and you are
eligible for support for your OU costs on
most of our modules.

QUALITY
The OU is ranked amongst the top UK
universities for the quality of its teaching. An
OU qualification is highly valued by employers.
More than 30,000 sponsor their staff on our
modules – including, NHS, FirstGroup, Foreign
and Commonwealth Office, Pfizer, Rolls-Royce,
Royal Bank of Scotland and Telefonica.

FLEXIBILITY
The OU is the UK’s leading university

dedicated to distance learning. Our flexible
materials let you work your studies around
shifts and postings, even when on active duty.
You can sit your exams overseas.

SUPPORT
The OU is world-renowned for the depth of
support it offers to each and every student.
You’ll have a personal tutor to guide you
through, and feedback on your studies.

You know the importance of looking ahead. Not only in your Service role but in your career.
Whatever your role, wherever you are stationed, you can develop your career or your interests
without disrupting your professional and personal commitments. So can your dependants.
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MATTERS
By Stan Brathwaite,
RAF FF Housing
Specialist
In the last issue of Envoy I speculated
that there were grounds for
optimism that the delivery of service
to occupants was improving ……….
well as you may be painfully aware,
it worsened. The Secretary of State
intervened, demanding noticeable
improvements within 3 months.
The contractor has since provided
more resources and with DIO
developed an Improvement Plan to
address the failings in performance.
By now (the beginning of May at
the time of writing) you should
be seeing those improvements –
are you? CarillionAmey (CA) has
acknowledged their failings and
provided an explanation, published
on page 22, as are comments
by your RAF FF. The very latest
information shows there is at
long last progress being made
to drive up performance. Whilst
there undoubtedly remains more
work to do, the trend is positive
and response maintenance is now
nearing contractual requirements.
Move In standards are also being
tracked and whilst evidence
indicates that this is also improving,
we are still hearing of too many
failures because the house has
simply not been made ready in time.
Finally, the need for engineers to
phone ahead and for occupants to
be updated if appointments are to
be delayed or cancelled is not lost
on CA and more work is going into
improve communication.

In sum, all indicators and metrics
show that contract performance is
steadily improving and is now close
to achieving its targets. However,
feedback from stakeholders (you) is

important, as the lived experience
must match the data. Accordingly,
both DIO Service Delivery and your
Federation remain grateful for any
feedback – positive and negative – so
that we can continue to press CA in
delivering a quality SFA service.

Training
I was invited to attend a CA
‘tradesmen and engineer managers’
training session’ and, my, what an
eye-opener that was. What I heard
helped to explain so many of the poor
experiences many of you have had in
the past but it was encouraging to see
at first-hand the company’s attempts
to rectify many of the problems. My
feedback to CA was:

“I am not surprised by what we saw
and heard from the operatives, it only
confirmed what we have always deduced
i.e. a change in culture is necessary at
this level to begin to turn around that
which led up to the recent ‘poor press’
and reputational damage. Moreover
we also see a similar need for the
Occupancy Services Team (OST), the
Complaints Team, the CAAS Challenge
Team, Managers, and critically the
Schedulers.

“My personal view is that it is a great
concept for enforcing the appropriate
training objectives. Overall I thought
that the training was well presented and
excellent value. We were delighted to
have been invited.”

Social Media – Judging by the various
popular WAGS and Married Quarters
social media sites, we are acutely aware
that social media, and in particular
Facebook, is the preferred method

ACCOMMODATION

FEDERATION
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of communicating with each other.
We know that these sites, along with
our lobbying of CA and DIO has a
significant impact in highlighting the
poor delivery of service to occupants
of SFA. We do monitor these sites and
occasionally interact with subscribers;
however if you want to share your
evidence with us or ask us to take
up an issue on your behalf, we would
much prefer that you contact us
directly at www.raf-ff.org.uk.

CAAS for SFA – This system has now
been in place for a few months and
we would very much appreciate your
thoughts. Please let us know if you are

satisfied with your new Banding for
Charge. Did you have to submit a formal
challenge? Do you consider that CAAS is
an improved and fairer system than the
previous 4-Tier grading process? Your
feedback would be appreciated.

Forces Help to Buy – The
Government’s Forces Help to Buy
scheme has celebrated its two year
anniversary, as loans to service
personnel have reached the £100m
mark. The scheme was immediately
popular – 3,220 benefitted within the
first six months and by March 2015,
more than £40m had been given to
applicants. More than 8,600 service

personnel have used the home-buying
scheme since its launch in April 2014.

The scheme allows military personnel to
borrow up to half of their salary towards
buying their first home or moving up the
property ladder. Since its launch, more than
6,642 personnel have bought homes, with
almost 2,000 more applicants approved
and awaiting completion of purchases.

Finally – We will be conducting a series of
online surveys throughout the summer, the
most pertinent for me will be about Single
personnel and/or living inners, SLA and
CAAS so please look out for and complete
the surveys.

FEDERATION

Every day, our team of men and women
volunteers are making a lasting difference
in the lives of serving personnel, veterans
and their families.

Do something extraordinary and join us. Get
in touch today to discuss a volunteer role
that will make the most of your talents.

BE A FORCE
FOROUR
FORCES

Registered charity No.210760 and SCO38056. Established 1885.

Call 0800 032 5612
Email volunteer.support@ssafa.org.uk
Visit ssafa.org.uk
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CarillionAmey improvements
aiming to deliver a better service

By Rosie Brown, Senior
Communications Manager

This past winter, we know that
some RAF families have experienced
problems with our heating service
and we want to let you know what
we are doing to make it better. Our
improvement plan is in its early
stages but we are certain that given
time to bed in these changes will
make a difference. They are:

People: We’re bringing in around a
100 new people; more operatives
to undertake your repairs; more
managers to lead the teams; more
Accommodation Officers to help you
when you move home; more helpdesk
advisors to assist you; and more
administrators to assist everyone in the
business.

Training: From here on, all new and
existing helpdesk advisors will receive
better initial and ongoing technical
training so that when you make that
initial call to the helpdesk, they’ll be
better equipped to help you.

Scheduling: Our regional gas
scheduling teams have been centralised
and relocated to our helpdesk and
now we, rather than the supply chain,
are managing them. Your heating
repairs will now be scheduled more
efficiently, meaning you won’t have to
wait so long for an appointment. And
if the operative identifies that your
boiler needs a part or needs replacing
the scheduling team, who now have

schedulers, parts ordering and suppliers
in their midst, can make sure that the
right part arrives with you quickly,
meaning there’s more likelihood of a
first time fix.

We want to provide you with an
effective service that means you don’t
have to wait in unnecessarily, you don’t
have needless repeat visits and from
the minute you call our helpdesk to the
moment our operative completes your
repair that everything works well.

www.carillionamey.co.uk

RAF FF Comment:
We’re sure that everyone is pleased to
read that CarillionAmey is making these
improvements nearly 18 months into a
new contract that promised excellent
customer service from the outset. However,
improvement is needed across many
performance issues, not just the heating
service but also, for example, response
maintenance in general, complaints
handling and the Move In process. We
continue to bring to the notice of both
CarillionAmey and the DIO examples of
poor and unsatisfactory service and to
press for improvements but we need you
to keep providing us with the evidence if
we are to have any meaningful chance of
changing the processes and culture of the
organisations involved. So whether you are
in SFA or SLA, whether you are happy or
unhappy with the service received, please
let us know via enquiries@raf-ff.org.uk or
telephone 01780 781650.

Finally, remember that if you are not
happy with the service you have received,
you MUST complain – and make sure you
get a complaint number.

www.raf-ff.org.uk
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“Providing the Human Touch
in everything we do”

ISS Facility Services, ISS House, Genesis Business Park, Albert Drive, Woking GU21 5RW - www.uk. issworld.com - Phone: +44 845 057 6300

With more than 100 years of experience in the service
industry and over 500,000 devoted employees, we provide
the ‘Human Touch’ to those important jobs that our clients
outsource. Which is why we are very proud to be signatories
to the Corporate Covenant and to be serving the service
personnel and their families within the RAF.We alsomaintain
the Gold Standard with the Employee Recognition Scheme.

Every day ISS employees work as an integrated part of each
Unit’s organisation, ensuring that service value is created
through The ISS Way of customising and delivering our
service solutions. ISS is one of the largest Facility Service
companies in the world with an ambition to lead Facility
Services globally, and being the market sector leader in
Defence.

Operating in over fifty countries ISS provides services within
six different areas: Property Services, Security Services,
Cleaning Services, Support Services including Retail and
Leisure, Catering Services and Facility Management.

For the last three years we have achieved the highest possible
ratings by the International Association of Outsourcing
Professionals® (IAOP®), which is just one more reason why
you can rely on ISS.

To find out how you can benefit from the experience and
skills provided by our 500,000 service
professionals, visit
www.uk.issworld.com or
www.iss-rafcrl.co.uk
Contact us at info@uk.issworld.com

500,001 reasons for choosing ISS

FACILITY MANAGEMENT | CLEANING | SUPPORT | TECHNICAL | CATERING | SECURITY | uk.issworld.com



Pay 16 - What Does It
Core Salary: Rank-based,

Enduring and
Pensionable

A
nnualSalary

Supplement:
Trade-based, Enduring

and Pensionable

X-Factor Addition:
Enduring and
Pensionable

Introduction.
The Chief of the Air Staff commends

Pay 16 to you; it removes the irritants

from the current Pay 2000 structure,

retains incremental pay and continues

to recognise skills and experience.

Crucially, pay protection will ensure

no one will take a pay cut on

implementation.

He is also pleased that we are now

able to implement a modern and

competitive remuneration package

which, together with the wider

benefits that form part of the offer,

reinforces the value the Royal Air Force

places on people. ■

When.
Pay 16 will be implemented on

1 Apr 16. ■

Reasons For Change.

• Better Trade recognition through

greater differentiation.

• More efficient use of the

Incremental Structure.

• Better predictability and

transparency of through

career earnings.

• Reduce pay complexity.

• Addressed the dissatisfaction with

Pay 2000, from Service Personnel

and AFPRB:

– Flip-Flop:where an individual
moves between high and low

pay bands on promotion.

– Overtake: newly promoted ORs

are paid more than colleagues

with more seniority at the

same rank.

– Overlap:where an individual of
a lower rank is paid more than an

individual of a higher rank in the

same Trade.

Who’s included.

• All Regular and Reserve Personnel

up to and including the rank of

Air Commodore.

• Nurses and Special Forces will

continue to have bespoke pay

spines but the incremental

structures of the ranges are adjusted

to mirror those of the main pay

tables - further details available in

DIB10/16.

Who’s not included.

• It will not apply to personnel paid

from the Professional Aviators’,

Medical and Dental Officers’and

Chaplains’Bespoke Pay Spines.

The Facts.

• It is not a savings exercise. The
value of Armed Forces pay has been

redistributed within each rank range.

• No loss on Go-Live (many gain).

• For those not in pay protection NEM

incremental progression rules apply.

• All personnel on Pay Protection

continue to be eligible for the

Annual Pay Award.

• 2% rise in pay on promotion and

5% on promotion from Cpl to

Sgt remains.

• Those personnel who transition

to a Stand Still Rate of Pay (SSRP)

will remain on this rate until their

pay seniority catches up, but will

continue to be eligible for the

Annual Pay Award.

• Those personnel who transition

to a Specially Determined Rate of

Pay (SDRP) will remain on SDRP

until they are promoted or exit

the Service.

• Transitional protection will exist for

at least 3 years and will be reviewed
after 1 year to consider extension of

it beyond the 3 years.

• Your Pay Statement in Apr 16 will

show if you are on a SDRP/SSRP

and the end date; additionally it will

provide the breakdown value of

Core Salary, Supplement & X-Factor.

• An Incremental Base Date (IBD) is

the date uponwhich, in normal

circumstances, theYearly Incremental

Progression is awarded. This date

is calculated initially from the date

of promotion to a higher paid rank.

Check this date is correct on your Apr

16 Pay Statement.

• The CommissionedWarrant Officer

Pay Scale remains extant.

Pay16Transition Scenarios.

Scenario 1 - Gain.
Where the equivalent Pay16 rate

appropriate for the individual’s time in

rank is higher than in Pay2000. ■

Scenario 2 - Standstill
(Protected Rate).
The Pay16 rate appropriate to the

individual’s increment [time in rank] is

less than in Pay2000.

These individuals will move across

to first ‘no loss’NEM pay rate (ie higher

increment) and wait on a SSRP until

their time in rank matches increment.

Continue to be eligible for the Annual

Pay Award whilst standing still. ■

Scenario 3 - Specially Determined
Rate of Pay (SDRP).
Those whose Pay2000 rate of pay is

above the highest Pay16 rate for their

Trade and Supplement.

These individuals will continue on

the same rate of pay, referred to as

SDRP until promotion, or exit from

Service. Continue to get Annual Pay

Award whilst standing still. ■

Scenario 4 - NoChange.
The SP move across on their current

Rate of Pay and continue to increment

at their existing IBD. ■

Job Evaluation (JE) -
Frequently AskedQuestions:

Howhave theTrade
Supplements been designed and
howwere the thresholds between
the 4 Supplements determined?
Unlike Pay2000, Supplement

boundaries are not governed by a

fixed-point boundary. Instead, informed

by the JE evidence, the Trade-to-

Supplement placement reflects

Tri-Service judgement/agreement on

which Trades should feature within

each of the 4 Supplements.

This judgement includes

consideration of the need to

differentiate (or target) pay, the

importance of fairness and the need for

affordability. ■

Will there be a review ofTrade
Placements in Supplements?
The placement of Trades to

Supplements will continue to be

based on JE evidence and there will

be a rolling programme of JE reviews

of each Trade by the Joint Services

Job Evaluation Team. The mechanism

for future review of the placements

of Trades to Supplements will be

considered by the Defence People and

Training Board later this year. ■

What are the
6 factors utilised for JE?

1. Knowledge, skills and experience

needed for the post and the range

of application required.

2. Complexity and mental challenge

of the job.

3. Judgement and decision-making,

and the impact of the job’s output

on the success of the organisation.

4. Use of resources (Personnel,

Equipment, Budgets etc); the

level of supervision undertaken

and the jobholder’s influence in

the organisation.

5. Communication; the level of internal

and external communications and

their significance.

6. Working conditions; health and

safety aspects, bodily constraints

and physical environment of the job

in question.

Why are Officers not subject to the
Pay Supplement approach being
applied toOther Ranks (ORs)?
As Officers are not exclusively

employed on a Trade or specialisation

basis, their annual salary cannot be

determined in the same way as ORs.

JE for Officers indicates that most

often there is insufficient difference in

JE scores to differentiate pay through

Supplements, especially when

combined with the employment/

career pattern. ■

More Information.
Your Unit NEM Champion/RAF NEM
Intranet Site (Dii on HQ Air Home
page)/Pay 16 Booklet, DIB08/16,
DIB10/16, DIB13/16, IBN 20/16, 2016
Pay Award Calculator. Full details of
Pay16 for FTRS Full Commitment (FC)
and Home Commitment (HC) can be
found in the Pay16 booklet. ■



Mean To You?
Regular Other Ranks
(Including FTRS FC)
Pay16 Rates
(2016 Pay Award)

Rank / level Pay16 Rates

Supp 1 Supp 2 Supp 3 Supp 4

WO - - - -

WO-5 48,865 48,865 48,865 50,183

WO-4 48,370 48,370 48,370 49,737

WO-3 47,830 47,830 47,830 49,263

WO-2 47,289 47,289 47,289 48,795

WO-1 (Yr 2) 47,018 47,018 47,018 48,381

WO-1 (Yr 1) 47,018 47,018 47,018 48,381

FS-10 43,738 45,125 46,095 47,421

FS-9 43,005 44,545 45,821 47,147

FS-8 42,288 43,948 45,530 46,856

FS-7 41,466 43,347 45,206 46,509

FS-6 (Yr 2) 40,596 42,478 44,568 46,022

FS-6 (Yr 1) 40,596 42,478 44,568 46,022

FS/Chf Tech-5 39,724 41,385 43,343 44,768

FS/Chf Tech-4 39,109 40,771 42,490 44,077

FS/Chf Tech-3 38,521 40,183 41,749 43,335

FS/Chf Tech-2 37,913 39,573 41,026 42,614

FS/Chf Tech-1 (Yr 2) 37,325 38,895 40,305 41,932

FS/Chf Tech-1 (Yr 1) 37,325 38,895 40,305 41,932

Sgt - - - -

Sgt-5 36,582 38,123 39,459 41,030

Sgt-4 35,707 37,178 38,474 39,978

Sgt-3 34,840 36,134 37,537 38,965

Sgt-2 33,985 35,184 36,637 37,963

Sgt-1 (Yr 2) 33,159 34,275 35,724 36,897

Sgt-1 (Yr 1) 33,159 34,275 35,724 36,897

Cpl - - - -

Cpl-5 31,573 32,633 34,011 35,028

Cpl-4 31,129 32,191 33,405 34,341

Cpl-3 30,710 31,756 32,716 33,537

Cpl-2 30,262 31,138 31,996 32,769

Cpl-1 (Yr 2) 29,474 30,332 31,166 31,939

Cpl-1 (Yr 1) 29,474 30,332 31,166 31,939

SAC-9 SAC (T)/LCpl-3 27,672 28,437 29,037 29,603

SAC-8 SAC (T)/LCpl-2 26,443 27,137 27,667 28,157

SAC-7 SAC (T)/LCpl-1 25,272 25,859 26,364 26,824

SAC-6 24,173 24,652 25,157 25,479

SAC-5 23,103 23,435 23,851 24,160

SAC-4 22,034 22,281 22,613 22,922

SAC-3 20,939 21,186 21,443 21,443

SAC-2 (Yr 2) 19,635 19,635 19,635 19,635

SAC-2 (Yr 1) 19,635 19,635 19,635 19,635

AC/LAC-1 18,306 18,306 18,306 18,306

NERP 14,784 14,784 14,784 14,784

• For exact detail of increment levels for LAC to SAC

and Chief Tech/FS, refer to the Pay16 booklet and JSP 754.

• SAC Gnrs only have access to SAC-8.

Regular Officers
(Including FTRS FC)
Pay16 Rates
(2016 Pay Award)

Rank Step Pay16

Air Cdre 5 105,240

Air Cdre 4 104,217

Air Cdre 3 103,194

Air Cdre 2 102,171

Air Cdre (Yr 2) 1 101,147

Air Cdre (Yr 1) 1 101,147

Gp Capt - -

Gp Capt 7 93,304

Gp Capt 6 91,900

Gp Capt 5 90,496

Gp Capt 4 89,091

Gp Capt 3 87,687

Gp Capt 2 86,282

Gp Capt (Yr 2) 1 84,878

Gp Capt (Yr 1) 1 84,878

Wg Cdr - -

Wg Cdr 7 81,123

Wg Cdr 6 79,279

Wg Cdr 5 77,435

Wg Cdr 4 75,591

Wg Cdr 3 73,747

Wg Cdr 2 71,909

Wg Cdr (Yr 2) 1 70,059

Wg Cdr (Yr 1) 1 70,059

Sqn Ldr - -

Sqn Ldr 7 59,783

Sqn Ldr 6 58,139

Sqn Ldr 5 56,495

Sqn Ldr 4 54,851

Sqn Ldr 3 53,207

Sqn Ldr 2 51,562

Sqn Ldr (Yr 2) 1 49,918

Sqn Ldr (Yr 1) 1 49,918

Flt Lt - -

Flt Lt 7 47,127

Flt Lt 6 45,877

Flt Lt 5 44,628

Flt Lt 4 43,378

Flt Lt 3 42,128

Flt Lt 2 40,879

Flt Lt (Yr 2) 1 39,629

Flt Lt (Yr 1) 1 39,629

Fg Off - -

Fg Off 5 34,180

Fg Off 4 33,094

Fg Off 3 32,009

Fg Off 2 30,923

Plt Off/OCdt 1 25,727

Regular
Officers
(Including FTRS
FC) Pay2000 Rates
(2016 Pay Award)

Pay2000

-

105,240

104,210

103,191

102,169

101,147

93,304

92,248

91,193

90,141

89,089

88,037

86,985

85,929

84,878

81,123

80,073

79,024

77,984

73,749

72,829

71,908

70,988

70,059

59,783

58,546

57,318

56,085

54,844

53,616

52,374

51,150

49,918

47,127

46,592

46,048

44,983

43,908

42,843

41,764

40,690

39,629

34,180

33,362

32,554

31,741

30,923

25,727

Regular
Other Ranks
(Including FTRS
FC) Pay2000 Rates
(2016 Pay Award)

Lower Higher

46,113 48,865

44,846 48,129

43,622 47,286

42,787 46,455

41,957 45,617

41,127 44,846

40,343 43,981

- -

- -

- -

41,418 45,206

40,502 44,568

39,984 43,943

39,380 43,318

37,677 42,381

37,172 41,439

36,320 40,502

35,177 39,556

34,724 38,623

35,653 38,597

35,383 37,887

34,202 37,176

33,333 36,466

32,999 36,012

32,190 35,122

31,368 34,236

31,188 34,681

30,962 33,940

30,718 33,251

30,478 32,468

30,247 31,728

28,839 30,247

27,597 28,839

- -

25,325 30,247

24,439 28,839

23,369 27,597

22,410 26,386

22,034 25,162

20,934 22,757

19,290 21,687

18,798 19,693

18,306 18,306

14,784 14,784
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Thinking of setting up
YOUR OWN BUSINESS?
By Ren Kapur, CEO of X-Forces

X-Forces has helped to launch over
580 businesses across the UK since we
were founded in 2013. We support
service leavers, reservists, veterans,
their partners and families gain
enterprise skills, and if they are ready,
help them to launch their own business.

We see enterprise skills as key life skills
for all whether you are an entrepreneur
striving to bring new ideas to reality,
or an intrapreneur within organisations
that can bring innovation and growth to
business.

The Journey of Support
We are there from the very beginning,
if you are just weighing up whether
self-employment is right for you or you
have a business idea but no idea where
to start, our workshops are a great
introduction to enterprise.

Our business advice team can then
guide you through your business
planning stages and funding applications,
offering their experience, knowledge
and expertise.

Starting a business is a long journey that
doesn’t stop on the day it launches, in
fact this is the start of the journey and
we encourage all of our businesses
to have a network of support around
them, some of which we can enable
or suggestions that we can make. For
example, some of our highly successful
start-ups will have more than one

mentor; will make time to learn
from local support groups; attend
webinars on business models; peer
to peer networking and do practical
market research on a regular basis.
All of these things we cover in events
and online information however it
needs application and we can support
this know-how and its effectiveness
through our support sessions and case-
studies.

Where We Operate
In the last 3 years we have supported
start-ups from Penzance to the
Orkneys and continue to grow year on
year, we are now seeing these start-
ups scaling and hiring their teams from
within the Military Community.

X-Forces is the official delivery
partner for self-employment training
through the Career Transition
Partnership, this means our training
reaches service leavers in every
corner of the UK.

Our Start Up Skills Workshops and
Business Growth Seminars are open to
all and take place around the country
on a regular basis. These are supported
by ABF The Soldiers’ Charity, large
corporate organisations such as
NatWest and businesses who have
signed the Armed Forces Corporate
Covenant and want to help small
businesses through our Big Business
supporting Small Business campaign.

RAF Case Study
Doddl – Ex-RAF and sister

Ex-servicewoman, Rosie Phelps, and her
sister, Catherine Dodd, have received
support from X-Forces for their innovative
range of children’s cutlery. Doddl combines
Rosie’s business acumen with Cat’s
creativity and, after a two-year journey
through research, design, manufacturing
and crowdfunding, the strikingly different
products will go on sale in a matter of
weeks.

Rosie began her working life in the Royal
Air Force, as an Intelligence Officer, and
was the first female in an intelligence post
on the Joint Special Forces Aviation Wing
(JSFAW), providing air intelligence support
to Special Forces. Rosie said “The Armed
Forces appealed to me as it offered adventure
with combined physical and mental challenges,
but overcoming the gender barrier was the
greatest challenge, as females were not always
welcomed by the frontline troops.”

Rosie served six years in the RAF, straight
after graduating from University, and spent
half of this on overseas operations in Iraq
and Afghanistan. At the end of her short-

www.raf-ff.org.uk
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service commission, felt it was time for a
new challenge. “I was offered the opportunity
to extend to a permanent commission. However,
working with JSFAW, I had been fortunate enough
to do one of the best and most demanding roles in
my branch.” said Rosie. “I felt that a mainstream
intelligence post would not stretch me, so I
decided it was the right time for a new challenge
outside of the Armed Forces.”

Rosie said “As a business leader, implementing
plans for steady and sustainable growth is

my speciality. Doddl is an exciting new
venture and I am really enjoying working
with my sister, Cat. We complement
each other really well; Cat is the inventor
and I supply the business know-how and
together I think we make a strong team.”

Further information
You can find out more about
X-Forces through our website,
x.forces.com, where you can also
see news stories, blogposts and

testimonials from those we have
already supported.

Keep an eye out on our social media
pages for upcoming workshops
around the UK, alternatively if you
are a service leaver go to the CTP
website for our Self-Employment
Awareness and Enterprise
and Self-Employment courses. This year
we will also be attending a number of
RAF Family days and careers fairs.

2016
Childcare

Survey

www.raf-ff.org.uk email: enquiries@raf-ff.org.uk 01780 781650

received just 137 responses to our 2015 childcare survey, yet we know from‘We received just 137 responses to our 2015 childcare survey, yet we know from 
listening to many of you that it remains a significant issue forlistening to many of you that it remains a significant issue for RAF families.for

as promised, we have put together the 2016 survey.So, as promised, we have put together the 2016 survey.
time we want a little more information, however it should still only take a fewThis time we want a little more information, however it should still only take a few 

minutes to complete this year’s survey - please encourage other RAF families to
do likewise.’

Please complete the childcare survey at

www.raf-ff.org.uk/surveys.asp

“The cost of childcareoutweighs the benefitof working.”

‘We received just 137 responses to our 2015 childcare survey, yet we know from 

NOW OUT

www.doddl.com
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Forces Mutual is offering the
military family the choice to have
a Driver Performance Insights
Device completely free with all
new Forces Mutual car insurance
policies.

Forces Mutual has always appreciated
that a standard car insurance policy is
often just not suitable to the lifestyle of
military personnel. Cover on base, for
example, is an important benefit of the
Forces Mutual car insurance policy but
is frequently not covered by high street
policies. Often drivers only realise this
when they need to make a claim.

Paul Hemingway, Head of Marketing-
Military, says:
“This style of driver information is
becoming more mainstream and we
wanted to be the first to introduce it
into the military family. We would like
to offer our customers an insight into
their driving style, where perhaps we
can help our customers be safe on the
roads and offer the ability to save money
on their fuel consumption for example.
The device also offers some peace of
mind by alerting the driver if their vehicle
is started or moves whilst they are on
exercise, a tour of duty or even just a
holiday. It’s all about making our car
insurance smarter.”

The device plugs into a car’s on-
board diagnostic port and is powered
continuously while the engine is running,
giving a charge that lasts for up to nine
months. Data is transmitted over a private
and secure infrastructure and drivers can
view their insights by logging onto the
secure web portal or by downloading the
available smartphone app.

Other key features of Forces
Mutual’s car insurance policy includes

SMARTER
CAR

www.raf-ff.org.uk

No Claims Discounts transferred
between UK, Germany & Cyprus,
policy switches upon postings
between UK and Germany and many
more, all determined by the exact
policy taken out.

About Forces Mutual
Forces Mutual is part of the UK’s
largest not for profit financial
services organisation dedicated to
those that put their lives on the line.

Forces Mutual is committed to
improving the lives of the military
community and provides car
insurance to its customers (serving,
retired, ex-forces, reserves,
families, contractors and support
organisations).

There are branches on base in the
UK, Germany and Cyprus, providing
easy and convenient access for
the military community. They also
offer consultation slots on some
stations (your local HIVE can share
details). Forces Mutual also provides
employment opportunities for
partners of serving Armed Forces
personnel and many of its friendly

staff come from military families and
backgrounds.

Corporate Covenant
Further to being the first dedicated Forces
financial services intermediary to sign the
Armed Forces Corporate Covenant in
2014, in March 2016 they were awarded
the Defence Employer Recognition
Scheme’s Silver Award, which recognises
private sector employer organisations
that pledge, demonstrate or advocate
support to defence and the Armed Forces
community, and aligning their company
values with the Armed Forces Covenant.

On 19 April, Police Mutual Group launched
a new financial brand for the Military,
Forces Mutual, by combining its existing
business Forces Financial with Abacus,
which becomes the financial services
provider with the greatest experience and
widest offering to the military family.

For more information:
Website: www.forcesmutual.org
Tel: 00 800 00 01 02 03
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Registered Charity Number 244708

#namesonaplane

www.namesonaplane.org
Donations from £30

Terms and conditions apply

Get your name on a
Red Arrows plane

and support the RAF Museum!

Let TWD take the headache
out of your tax affairs

10% Discount on
the 1st year fee
to members of
HM Armed
Forces

TWD Accountants specialise in 
low-cost fixed fee tax services. 
Our services are simple, straight 
forward and reliable, with no 
hidden extras - guaranteed. 

Our team of experts are here for you today.

0800 093 9433
www.twdaccounts.co.uk/fd2014

facebook.com/twdaccountants

@twdaccountants

2 Grosvenor Gardens, London SW1W 0DH.
Tel: 020 7730 2400
Website: www.nfassociation.org
Email: info@nfassociation.org

We are a unique tri-service charity which provides entertainment
and recreation for the benefit of serving personnel who are
wounded, injured or sick and veterans with a disability or illness.
Each year we support some 10,000 men and women – including
many who are serving or have served with the RAF – through a
tailored programme of outings, holidays, events, concerts and the
provision of televisions and TV Licences.
Beneficiaries of all ages, from all the Armed Services, Reserve or
Regular, whenever and wherever they served, may be eligible for
our help.To find out more about our work or how you may be
able to help us, please contact:

Charity No 1150541

From Comradeship to Challenge™

Not Forgotten
NOW

Not Forgotten
THEN
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NEW NATIONAL
INSURANCE
CREDITS FOR
SERVICE
SPOUSES AND
CIVIL PARTNERS

…to help protect your future State Pension
From 6 April 2016, spouses
and civil partners of Service
personnel have been able to
apply for a new type of National
Insurance (NI) credit to protect
their State Pension.

The new Class 3 NI credits have
been introduced in recognition
of the fact that accompanying on
deployment overseas may have
affected a Service spouse or civil
partner’s ability to work and pay NI
contributions.This could potentially
result in a gap in their NI record
and could affect the amount of State
Pension they receive in retirement.

The new DWP credits have been
taken forward under the Armed
Forces Covenant, which states that
members of the Armed Forces and
their families should receive fair
treatment from the nation which
they serve. More information about
the Armed Forces Covenant can
be found at https://www.gov.uk/
government/policies/armed-
forces-covenant.

It is estimated that this could benefit
up to 20,000 individuals, ensuring
that they do not miss out on their
State Pension.

Defence Secretary Michael Fallon said:
“We are making sure that military
spouses and partners who spend
time based overseas get the State

Pension they deserve. This is the
latest step under the Armed Forces
Covenant to ensure that service
personnel and their families are
treated fairly.”

Am I eligible to apply for the new
credits?
Service spouses and civil partners will
be eligible to apply for the new Class
3 NI credits if they:

• Reach State Pension age on or after 6
April 2016, that means they were born
on or after 6 April 1953 (if a woman)
or 6 April 1951 (if a man);
and

• Are or have been married to /
in a civil partnership with a
member of the Armed Forces;
and

• Have accompanied their
spouse or civil partner on a
deployment outside the UK at
any time since 6 April 1975;
and

• At the time of the posting their
spouse or civil partner must
have paid, been treated as
having paid or been credited
with UK National Insurance

You can still apply if you are now
widowed, divorced or have had
your civil partnership dissolved,
provided you were married or in
a civil partnership at the time you
accompanied your partner abroad.

Some Service spouses or civil
partners who meet the above
criteria will not have a gap in their
NI records and so will not need
to apply for the new credits. For
example, you may not have a gap
if you:

• were working in a job during
the accompanied assignment
where you paid UK NI
contributions

• were self-employed and paying
self-employed Class 2 NI
contributions throughout the
accompanied assignment

Pension they receive in retirement.

The new DWP credits have been 
taken forward under the Armed 
Forces Covenant, which states that 
members of the Armed Forces and 
their families should receive fair 
treatment from the nation which 
they serve. More information about 
the Armed Forces Covenant can 

https://www.gov.uk/
government/policies/armed-

It is estimated that this could benefit 
up to 20,000 individuals, ensuring 
that they do not miss out on their 

Defence Secretary Michael Fallon said: 
“We are making sure that military 
spouses and partners who spend 
time based overseas get the State 

and widowed, divorced or have had 
your civil partnership dissolved, 
provided you were married or in 
a civil partnership at the time you 
accompanied your partner abroad.

Some Service spouses or civil 
partners who meet the above 
criteria will not have a gap in their 
NI records and so will not need 
to apply for the new credits. For 
example, you may not have a gap 
if you:

• were working in a job during 
the accompanied assignment 
where you paid UK NI 
contributions 

• were self-employed and paying 
self-employed Class 2 NI 
contributions throughout the 
accompanied assignment 
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• received certain benefits such
as Employment and Support
Allowance (previously called
Incapacity Benefit or Invalidity
Benefit) or Child Benefit for
the whole of the accompanied
assignment(s)outside the UK

To find out how much your State
Pension is worth, and to check
whether there are any gaps in your
NI record for the periods you were
overseas, you can use an online tool:
www.gov.uk/check-state-pension.

How do I apply?
You can apply for the new Class 3 NI
credits anytime from 6 April 2016.
There is no time limit in applying
for the credits, although if you apply
after you reach State Pension age any
increased State Pension might not be
paid for periods before the date of
your application.

For information about applying for the
new Class 3 credit visit www.gov.uk/
dwp/ni-credits-armed-forces-partners.

The Class 1 NI Credit: A wider range of
benefits for deployments since April
2010
The new Class 3 credits do not replace
the existing Class 1 NI credit for those
who have accompanied a partner
on a posting since April 2010, and
which contribute not only towards
entitlement to new State Pension, but
also towards Employment and Support
Allowance, Jobseeker’s Allowance and
Bereavement Benefits (to be replaced

for new claimants by Bereavement
Support Payments in April 2017).

More information
Further information about NI credits
for Service spouses and civil partners is
available online at www.gov.uk/dwp/
ni-credits-armed-forces-partners.

For more information about the New
State Pension, visit www.gov.uk/
new-state-pension.

Forces Law Network Solicitor members

offer legal services to serving and

retired personnel throughout the world

(including Reservists, the Civil Service

and their families).

Initial advice and guidance is FREE.

Our reputation is well supported with
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THE DISABLED OFFICERS’
GARDEN HOMES

MACDONNELL GARDENS, LEAVESDEN,
WATFORD, HERTFORDSHIRE

The Disabled Officers’ Garden Homes is a registered charity which provides a small
tranquil estate of twelve bungalows for disabled ex-officers and their families who are
in financial and housing need. The bungalows are situated on a secluded two-acre site,
and are maintained to a high standard by Haig Housing. Shops and other amenities are
close at hand, together with easy access to fast road and rail links to London and other
parts of the country. Residents pay a very modest monthly maintenance contribution,
which does not reflect the high standard of accommodation provided. The Officers’
Association co-ordinates applications and also provides the residents with welfare
support as required.

For more details please contact the Head of Benevolence at The Officers’ Association.

Head of Benevolence, The Officers’ Association, First Floor, Mountbarrow House,
6-20 Elizabeth Street, London SW1W 9RB

Tel: 020 7808 4173

Email: n.malik@officersassociation.org.uk
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COVENANT

THE ARMED
FORCES COVENANT

FIVE YEARS ON
It is five years on from the Armed
Forces Act 2011 which established
the principle that those who have
served their country should not
suffer disadvantage as a result of
their service. Now the Covenant
has a new logo and new wording
with the aspiration that these will
help everyone to understand more
what it can do and address some
of the misconceptions about the
Covenant.

“The Armed Forces Covenant is a
promise from the nation that those
who serve or have served in the
Armed Forces, and their families,
are treated fairly.”

The only element of the Covenant
enshrined in law is that there must be
a report to Parliament every year as
to how the covenant principle of a fair
deal for service personnel and families
is being upheld in practice. However,
every local authority and hundreds
of businesses have voluntarily signed
up to the Covenant and committed
to upholding its principles and values.
The annual report to parliament
ensures that it remains very much in
the spotlight and the RAF Families
Federation observations on progress
are included within it. This year, many
of those observations have been used
by the government to inform the
Covenant agenda for 2016.

It doesn’t give Armed Forces
personnel or families’ preferential
treatment compared to other citizens
but you should get a level playing field
and it’s all about fairness.

It doesn’t solve all the problems but it
does make a difference.

One of the most frequent questions
we get asked is “Why is the covenant
relevant to me?” In response we ask:

• Are you serving?
• Are you single?
• Living together?
• Married?
• Divorced?
• With kids? Without?
• Living in the block?
• Got you own house?
• Living in SFA?
• In the Reserves?
• Thinking about leaving?

Then the Armed Forces Covenant is
relevant to you.

“Often the small
changes make big
differences but are

so behind the scenes
that we never fully
appreciate them.”

Not every covenant issue affects every
person. Not every person will benefit
from every change. But you would
struggle to find one person for whom
there have been no benefits at all from
the covenant. If not now, then almost
definitely at some point in the future
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COVENANT

when they leave the services. One of
the key challenges for all those who
work to implement the Armed Forces
Covenant, including the RAF Families
Federation Covenant Managers, is
the sheer breadth of issues that it
encompasses.

It’s not all about finding school places
for children, although this remains a
hugely important issue for families.
Different issues can affect different
groups at different times in their lives.
For single personnel it might be fairness
in mobile phone contracts or not being
penalised in insurance policies for
living in the block. For service leavers
of any age it might be better access to
employment or training. Some issues
are so niche that they affect very few
numbers of personnel or their families.
However, where we are aware of
them we can work with the relevant
organisations to address them.

Often the small changes make big
differences but are so behind the scenes
that we never fully appreciate them.
One example is the introduction of
NHS numbers for service personnel
and establishing a process for automatic
transfer of health records on leaving the
services. It is difficult to make it sound
interesting or relevant and yet this will
make a huge difference to a huge number
of service leavers finally bringing closer
together Defence Medical Services and
the NHS to ensure there is continuity
of care for everyone, not just those
who leave the services with serious and
enduring medical conditions.

In fact, working with NHS England
is one of the great success stories of
the RAF Families Federation and the
covenant. Together we have established
effective partnerships that make a real
difference to families. In many cases
when families raise a health-related
issue with us we have been able to
resolve the issue by working closely
with our colleagues at the NHS England
Armed Forces Commissioning team
who, in turn work with the local NHS
trust to resolve the situation. On behalf
of Health Education England, the RAF
FF, in partnership with the Naval and
Army Families Federations have written
an e-learning training package for
health professionals which highlight the
issues for service families in accessing
NHS services. The e-learning package

will be launched in the summer and has
Continuing Professional Development
credits attached to it so that health
professionals have an even bigger
incentive to participate.

In this day and age of great cynicism
about politics and politicians it’s easy to
be dismissive of the Covenant. There
will always be people for whom things
don’t work out as they want. The
great flaw in policy is often how it is
put into practice by people. However,
I feel we should be genuinely positive
about the impact the covenant is
having. Five years on, the good will
and commitment across countless
organisations to provide a fair deal for
service personnel and their families
remains strong.

The RAF FF’s Covenant Team
The RAF FF has two Regional
Covenant Managers (soon to
be three). Their roles are to
promote the Covenant amongst
RAF units, RAF personnel and
their families and work with
local authorities and other
external organisations to share
information and good practice
and raise covenant related
issues. If you would like more
information or advice about how
the Covenant may be relevant to
you or your organisation please
contact them – www.raf-ff.org.uk/
covenant.asp

Jo Wilkinson.
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*Subscribe to eBULLETIN today.
It’s quick and easy - (we only need your email address).
Visit raf-ff.org.uk/envoymagazine-subscribe.asp

*We do not share your email address with any third party
organisation. It is used strictly for the distribution of eBULLETIN. FR
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News and information
- tailored for you!

Our weekly
newsletter is
a handy way
to receive

information that’s
relevant to RAF
personnel and
their families.

for singlies

and Reservists

too!



STORES NATIONWIDE | COTSWOLDOUTDOOR.COM

15% DISCOUNT*

FOR ARMED FORCES PERSONNEL

*Not to be used in conjunction with any other offer or discount. Selected lines only.
Only valid on production of military identification in store or use of discount code online. Offer expires 31.12.16.
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The Premier Armed Forces
Club in London

Your Family Friendly Club
in the Capital.

The Union Jack Club is acknowledged as the Premier Armed
Forces Club in London next to Waterloo Station. You can
drop in to meet up and relax in a safe and secure atmosphere
with serving and ex service men and women. Book a
restaurant table or just have a coffee or a pint with like-
minded people.

We automatically enrol ALL Non - Commissioned
members of the Armed Forces into the club.

As a member you can use the club not only as an overnight
facility but as a meeting point for friends prior and post
London events.

Access your base in London with your military ID card
Please call 020 7902 6000

Reasons why you should try us:

• Union Jack Club Ale/Pils from £2.50 a pint

• Bedrooms from £30 on Fri/Sat

• Rooms from £40 during the week
@unionjackclub Union Jack Club

www.ujclub.co.uk

Entry point salary £23,025 (rising to £25,700 after training)
The Civil Nuclear Constabulary (CNC) is an armed police force, keeping the nation safe from harm by securing the integrity of civil nuclear material. Our primary
function is the protection of licensed nuclear sites not used wholly or mainly for defence purposes and the safeguarding of nuclear material in the UK and elsewhere.

The facts: we have some remote locations; you will need to live in close proximity of your allocated site and our officers work 12 hour shifts.
The opportunities: 16 week foundation training course; unique firearms training and after 24 months you can apply to join one of our specialists teams such as
firearms instructor, dog handler or escort team.

You will be required to achieve medical and fitness standards as part of the application process,
and these must be maintained and demonstrated throughout your career with the CNC.

For more information and to apply, please visit www.cnc.jobs
CNC is an equal opportunities employer
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Time out of the office is one of the
perks of being in the military, an
opportunity to get involved in new
sport, or push yourself further that
you ever thought you could. If you
have a passion for sport, simply want
to be outside with nature, or want to
see what you are made of…there is
something for everyone!

The RAF has more than 50 sporting
associations active today, ranging from
the mainstream sports such as hockey,
netball, football, badminton and rugby, to
the more extreme, such as kite surfing,
sports parachuting, motor sports and
snowboarding. Whatever you might be
interested in, there is an association for
you; you just need to get involved.

These associations are all independently
run and have networks of people
organising events throughout the sporting
year. There are training evenings and
training weekends, overseas visits and
Inter-Service competitions. Novice
training camps are generally run on an
annual basis to encourage participation, so
you may have never even thought about
having a go at surfing…but you can learn
with the RAF. With the evenings getting
lighter, there is more time to get outside
after a long day in the office. A great
opportunity to get involved.

All information can be found on
the RAF Sports MOSS page (RAF
Halton) or at www.raf.mod.uk/
rafsportsboard/associations.

Sport is one thing…but let’s not
forget about Force Development
and Adventurous Training. There are
so many opportunities for AT at the
moment and most of them are even
organised for you. The Eagles Scheme
provides a number of expeds across the
UK and overseas, and this summer you
could be klettersteig mountaineering
in Bavaria or canoeing in Sweden.
More details can be found on the 22
(Training) Group, RAF Eagle Scheme
MOSS site. To whet your appetite, here
are a few details on some exercises in
the summer programme.

HEALTH & WELLBEING

SPORT AND FORCE
Development/
Adventurous
Training in the

RAFBy Flt Lt Rachael Lee

Exercise Name Dates & Location Activity

Comete Eagle 19 Jun – 23 Jul 16

(5 serials)

France & Pyrenees: complete parts
of the WWII Comete Escape Line by
cycling and canoeing

Eagle’s Nest 1 May – 29 Oct 16 (26 serials) FDTC Bavaria: multi-activity package,
range of activities from klettersteig
mountaineering to gorge walking

Wilderness Eagle 14 Aug – 10 Sep 16

(4 serials)

Sweden: canoe the length of the Harkan
river system on a self-sustained journey

RAF Rowing Association.

Adventurous Training - Time Lapse.

RAF Equitation Association, Flt Lt Liz Hale riding Hendricks.

RAF Power Kiting Association at the RAF Champs in Benbecula.
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ANYONE
FOR TENNIS?

By Fg Off Harry Brown

This year promises to be a busy
one, with the highest number
of tournaments planned and
participation increasing year on
year. As such, we are likely to
see some great competition andsee some great competition and 
hopefully some new faces to push 
the current crop of squad players to 
their limits. 

The season started early, back in 
November 2015 where Halton Tennis 
Centre welcomed approximately 30 
players from across the country for 
the annual Tennis For All Day. The day 
focused on fi tness, learning the game 
and focusing your energy throughout the 
match. Men’s Captain Jon Bond spoke 
of his key lessons learned from the 
previous season and what he wanted to 
see from the forthcoming season.

We then moved into tournament 
season and the fi rst eye opening to 
the players to judge their competition 
was at the Winter Championships, 
ran by Participation Director Flt Lt 
Andy Keeley. Hosted by Halton Tennis 
Centre over two days in a bitterly cold 

February, the competition attracted
over 50 players, competiting in
approximately 100 games. Despite
the cold and potential rust in the
players there were some exceptional
performances on display. The eventperformances on display. The event 
gave the squad selectors some tough 
decisions prior to the fi rst matches 
which were only weeks away. Fg 
Off Vix Owen was a new addition to 
the tennis community and took full 
advantage by winning the Ladies’ Plate 
and earned herself a place in the B 
Squad for the forthcoming friendlies. 
Elsewhere there were wins for SAC 
Connor Polybank in the Men’s Final, 
Flt Lt Jayne Evelegh in the Ladies’ 
Final and SAC Adam Betts in the 
Men’s Plate.

What next for RAF Tennis? 
Places in the squads will be up for 
grabs throughout the year. There are 
several opportunities for players to 
make a good impression, but also RAF 
Tennis is always looking to provide 
an enjoyable experience for players 
of any ability. This year, like many 
before we are striving to target three 

key areas: People, Participation and
Performance. These areas wouldn’t
work without one another. We always
aim to be inclusive of all standards
and over time, build the standard
up through coaching and fundingup through coaching and funding 
opportunities. Participation levels are 
up year on year but this won’t stop us 
always trying to promote our sport 
and offer more opportunities for 
players to pick up the sport. Giving 
people the chance to play and the 
stage to perform on will only lead to 
improved performances to enable the 
RAF Tennis team to compete at the 
Inter Service level.

The next big event is the RAF Tennis 
Summer Championships at Halton 
Tennis Centre from 11-16 July ‘16 and 
being a registered LTA event gives 
players the chance to improve their 
ranking whilst having an enjoyable 
week of summer tennis.

Interested in joining?
Go online to
www.raf.mod.uk/raftennis
Have a great season!



Towergate, looking out
for the military for
more than 65 years

Towergate Insurance is a trading name of Towergate Underwriting Group Limited. Registered in England with company number 4043759.
Registered Address: Towergate House, Eclipse Park, Sittingbourne Rd, Maidstone, Kent ME14 3EN. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.

Call on 01242 533747
www.towergatemilitary.co.uk

We can provide insurance for:
Kit
Home
 Personal Accident
Reservist
Adventurous Training
Winter Sports
 Service (Non Public) Funds



Need a break?
From family holidays to a short break with friends, the RAF Benevolent
Fund’s fully accessible Seaside Cottages on the seafront in Rustington,
West Sussex are a great way to get away from the stresses of Service life.
Availability late May, June, July or September.
To book visitwww.rafbf.org/apartments
The RAFBF is a registered charity in England and Wales (1081009) and Scotland (SCO38109)

Short breaksalso available foradults only at nearbyPrincess Marina Housefrom £50pp per nightbed and breakfast or£55pp per nighthalf board.
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HEALTH & WELLBEING

RAF

Following on from the successful launch
of its online support course Building
Stronger Families, the RAF Benevolent
Fund can now help with the cost of
mediation services for serving couples.

The new mediation service is available
in England, Wales and Scotland and
provides couples with financial support
for the full cost of an initial session
followed by a subsidised standard
package of further sessions. As the
RAF’s leading welfare charity, the
RAF Benevolent Fund knows it can be
stressful when a relationship breaks
down. The mediation service aims
to reduce stress, both emotional and
financial, by providing access to this low-
cost service with approved mediators,

helping to settle disputes over issues
such as living arrangements, child
maintenance, property and money.

The service complements relationship
support services already offered by the
RAF Benevolent Fund, in partnership
with counselling service Relate. The
latest addition to this, Building
Stronger Families, has helped more
than 120 RAF personnel since going
live in December.

Paul Hughesdon, Director of Welfare
and Policy at the RAF Benevolent
Fund, said: “The RAF Benevolent Fund
has been there for RAF personnel for
almost 100 years and as a result we
know only too well the challenges RAF

families face. These services are aimed
at supporting couples and their loved
ones through these tough times, from
relationship counselling to mediation
services if needed.

“Supporting members of the RAF
during tough times, through the use
of this and other services, is just as
important as being able to provide
financial assistance in their hour of need
and we thank our supporters whose
continued generosity enables this work
to continue.”

For more information on the mediation
service call 0845 077 5556 or go online
www.rafbf.org or Twitter:
https://twitter.com/RAFBF

launches new
relationship

support
service

welfare charity
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FAMILY

POPPY
BREAKS
The Royal British Legion offers
Forces families and veterans the
chance to take a break and get
away from the stresses and strains
of everyday life. They are much-
needed breaks for families who are
unable to afford a holiday and those
who haven’t been away for more
than two years.

The charity has four seaside Poppy
Break Centres throughout the UK in
East Yorkshire, Merseyside, Weston-
Super-Mare and Northern Ireland. Each
award-winning centre hosts a range
of activities including day trips to the
beach or local attractions, quiz nights,
karaoke and treasure hunts, so there
is plenty to keep the whole family
entertained.

Each package includes six nights
of full board accommodation, free

activities and entertainment, with some
assistance towards the cost of travel
to and from the Centres also included.
Families can also enjoy holidays at
camps such as Centre Parcs and Haven.

Rachel Bowler, 45, a former Corporal
in the Military Police, enjoyed a holiday
with her two children at Alderson
House in East Yorkshire.

She had contacted the Legion for
support after her marriage broke down
several years ago and she was left with
a large amount of marital debt when
her ex-husband unexpectedly left.

The Legion also provided financial help
to Rachel and helped her to move into
a new home. The Poppy Break was just
what the family needed after a very
difficult year and it allowed them to
spend some quality time together.

Rachel said: “I can’t thank the Legion
enough. Going on the holiday was
such a relief after everything that had
happened to us as a family and it was
really nice to spend time with other
families also in the Armed Forces
community.”

Melanie Reeves, 21, from Plymouth is
currently on maternity leave from the
Royal Air Force. She is going to Byng
House in Southport this summer with

her baby daughter Scarlett while her
partner, Lee, is serving in Cyprus.

She said: “I heard about the Legion’s
Poppy Breaks through a friend of mine
and think they are a fantastic idea. It’ll
be great to take Scarlett away while
Lee is serving abroad. It’ll be a nice
distraction for us and we are looking
forward to meeting other likeminded
people.”

Jacqui Ibbetson, Break Centre
Manager at Somerset Legion House
added: “Our centres provide
much-needed holidays to guests
ranging from just 10 weeks old up
to 105 years of age.

“They enjoy outings, activities, crafts
and entertainment during their break
with us and our highly trained staff are
able to adapt services to meet their
needs and work hard to ensure that
everyone has a memorable stay.

“Our Break Centres achieved
Hospitality Assured Accreditation in
2011 and were recently awarded The
Team of the Year in the prestigious
Cost Sector Catering Awards.”

For more information about the
Legion’s Poppy Breaks please visit
www.britishlegion.org.uk or
call 0808 802 8080.

Last year more than 5,000 people enjoyed
a Poppy Break thanks to the Legion.
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available overseas and on board Royal Navy ships
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OF INTEREST

VOLUNTEERING FOR THE
RAF Association
The Royal Air Forces Association
has launched its volunteering
programme, formalising initiatives
already established to welcome
on board new volunteers. It is
therefore a good time to reflect
on what volunteering enables the
Association to do and look at the
ways in which you can get involved.

There are just over 200 employees
at the Association, but it is proud to
have over 8,000 volunteers throughout
the UK and overseas who keep the
Association going and provide vital
support to those that need it. The
Association is always delighted to
welcome more volunteers to the
team. Could you be the next one to
volunteer?

Here is just a small number of the
roles volunteers undertake on behalf of
the Association. More roles, including
vacancies in your area, can be found on
the charity’s website.

Caseworkers
Caseworkers carry out welfare work
for the Association. Casework is
about listening to an individual and
assessing their needs to find out how
best to support them. Caseworkers

need to gather complex information
from beneficiaries and this can involve
providing clear and precise information
on finances and correspondences.

This voluntary role reports to a
local Area Welfare Officer, who is an
Association employee, and requires the
volunteer to keep electronic records
and have the confidence to deal with
highly sensitive, personal information.
Caseworkers are given accredited
training on dealing with complex cases
and when and how to signpost to other
organisations.

Fundraising Team Leaders
Volunteers in this role take a lead
in setting up community fundraising
activities, with the support and
guidance of the Association’s
professional team. Fundraising Team
Leader volunteers help to recruit,
motivate and manage other fundraising
volunteers in their local area.

Befrienders
The Association’s Befriending service
helps to alleviate isolation and
loneliness in a number of ways. To
ensure that members of the RAF family
feel part of the community, Befrienders
can help to integrate people back into

relevant social groups in their local area
and help them to meet new people.
They can also provide regular in-person
visits or provide support by telephoning
a beneficiary.

How to get involved
After registering your contact details
on the Association’s website (address
below) and applying for any of the
roles you are interested in, you will be
updated by email and the volunteering
website. Don’t be put off if the role that
interests you looks challenging, as the
Association will support you at every
step, including providing information
and all of the relevant training.
Volunteers may also wish to support
their local Branch of the Association.
The benefits of joining a local Branch
include having a shared interest, a sense
of community, opportunity to build
knowledge and fundraising to make a
difference in your local area.

Finally the Association wants to thank
its wonderful team of volunteers that
keeps the charity going and provides vital
support to those that need it.

Visit www.rafa.org.uk/volunteer to
find out how you can volunteer in your
community.
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*Times and distances taken from National Rail enquiries. **Terms and Conditions apply. Please speak to a Sales Advisor for further details.
Show Home photography. Pricing correct on 09.05.16.

EVOLUTIONARY LIVING
Situated on the outskirts of the Wiltshire vil lage of
Blunsdon, these exquisite contemporary homes are
surrounded by countryside and are beautifully finished
with stunning interiors and an open plan layout,
providing generous space for entertaining.

With excellent train links from Swindon Railway Station,
London is accessible in just 1 hour * and the M4 nearby,
you’l l benefit from an easy commute.

Moving doesn’t have to be stressful . With Part
Exchange** you can avoid estate agent fees and
complicated chain delays as we’ll be your cash buyer.

Designed to maximise space and
natural light, our homes at Evolve
epitomise contemporary living.

3 & 4 BEDROOM HOMES
FROM £305,000

68 John Ruskin Road, Tadpole Garden Village,
Swindon SN25 2PU - Show Home open daily.

crestnicholson.com/evolve 01793 279125
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OF INTEREST

Shadows in a
Photograph by
David McMichael

Book Reviews

Ordinary men and women, and
their experience of the outbreak
of war, are the inspiration behind
Shadows in a Photograph. A riveting
novel by David McMichael, it looks
at a crucial time in Britain’s history
– the first years after the outbreak
of the Second World War – and
is both an imagining of the lives
of the men and women of the
Royal Air Force and a love story.
In particular, it follows one man:
Peter Waring.

Peter, an ordinary citizen prior to the war, is
posted to an RAF Bomber Station in Suffolk
in 1940. He is troubled by personal conflicts;
memories of tumultuous teenage years,
secrets and family tensions plague him. In his
new post, however, he must also deal with
new uncertainties: those dealt by the war.
Peter is part of a Britain that is fighting for
survival and he must learn to do his new job
in spite of the turmoil surrounding him.

Understanding his past will hold the key to
dealing with his present and future.

Shadows in a Photograph (Austin Macauley
Publishers) by David McMichael is
available to purchase from selected online
retailers.

We’ve been kindly donated one copy of
this book by the author, David McMichael
and to win the copy, simply send an email
to the Envoy team at enquires@raf-ff.org.
uk putting ‘Shadows in a Photograph’ in
the subject line by Friday 29th July 2016.
Your email address will not be shared
onwards. 

NEWS FROM THE HOME FRONT
By Rachael de Moravia
Deployments, life in married quarters
and moving, sometimes at short
notice, to new counties or countries:
these are all intrinsic aspects of life
for military spouses. Less common,
however, are accounts of life on this
side of a military marriage.

This is a gap that News from the
Home Front seeks to fill. A military
spouse for almost fifteen years,
Rachael de Moravia is very familiar with
the lifestyle – the highs, the lows, and
the unpredictable twists and turns –
of the close friends and relatives of
military personnel.

Rachael married her husband in
September 2001, during a period
that developed into a pivotal time of
changing global politics, international
conflict and military action. Her
husband, Jon, found himself on the way
to Iraq before the honeymoon period

was over, and has since completed
nine tours of duty while raising a
family with his wife.

While Rachael finds life as a military
wife incredibly challenging at times,
she has managed to become a
successful journalist and writer and,
later, a senior lecturer in journalism.

She is now applying her expertise and
experience to the publication of News
from the Home Front, her first book;
further details and the opportunity to
make a pledge can be found via the
link below:

https://unbound.co.uk/books/news-
from-the-home-front
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A life-changing education is closer than you think.

www.habs-monmouth.org/forces

PAY ONLY 10% OF THE FEES, AROUND £900 PER TERM*
*This applies to Service Families who are eligible for the Continuity of Education Allowance, entering the School 2016/17.

Additional means-tested support, subject to availability, may be offered to families who lose the CEA.

MONMOUTH SCHOOL AND
HABERDASHERS’ MONMOUTH SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
with boarding from 7

Forces families in receipt of CEA contribute  
just 10% of fees.
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Full and weekly boarding now available

Why choose us?

Located on a beautiful 150 acre site in Dover, Kent, The Duke of York’s Royal Military School is a
state boarding school for students aged 11 to 18.

We welcome applications from any student who wants to study GCSEs and A Levels at our
unique and iconic school with its strong traditions.

• An independent school atmosphere at an affordable price. £3,940 per term* covers ALL the boarding costs, with the education

paid for by the State.

• Graded ‘Good’ in all areas by Ofsted.

• A £24.9m building programme has just been completed to enhance our already impressive school site and facilities including

new boarding houses, teaching blocks, drama studio, sports centre and climbing wall.

• Full and weekly boarding available.

• Students enjoy an active lifestyle including sport, music, drama and outdoor activities, with over 70 clubs and activities offered.

• Unique ethos helps promote character and life skills, with students encouraged to achieve their potential in a supportive

community.

• Frequent involvement in high profile National events including the Royal Festival of Remembrance.

2015/16 fees are just £11,820* per year.

If you qualify for CEA, you will only pay £1,182 per year.

LEADERSHIP CHARACTER PRIDE SELF-DISCIPLINE SPIRITUALITY SPORTSMANSHIP RESPECT

The Duke of York’s
Royal Military School

Enquiries: 01304 245073 | admin.office@doyrms.com

www.doyrms.com

*Fees are reviewed annually

wycliffe.co.uk

School fees fixed at CEA +10% of the
school fees – there is no more to pay.*

Small class sizes, individual learning and superb
facilities lead to life-changing opportunities and
excellent results. Full boarding available with an
exciting weekend activity programme.

* Terms and conditions apply ** We accept Childcare Vouchers

Stonehouse, Gloucestershire GL10 2JQ
Twitter @WycliffeCollege

Wycliffe Nursery, Preparatory, Senior School & Sixth Form
Co-educational day and boarding school for 2 – 18 years
To find out more, or to arrange a visit please contact:
Charlotte Phillips (Senior) on 01453 820412
or Wendy Robertson (Preparatory) on 01453 820471.



Reasons to join the AA affinity scheme:
• More dedicated Patrols than all other UK breakdown

services combined3

• Members are rewarded with enhanced breakdown benefits

at renewal

• A continued 20% off at renewal2

• You will have the option to put your AA Membership

on hold, for example when you are on duty overseas

To join, call

0800 048 0075
quoting reference F1269

Breakdown Cover

Here’s another benefit of being
a member of the armed forces

1. Applies to Family Roadside & Relay cover in first year only. Other levels of cover are available and varying discounts apply. Offer only
available to members of the armed forces by calling the number given, quoting the stated reference and paying annually by direct debit
under a recurring transaction arrangement. Enrolment offer available to new Members for their first 12 months of Membership only.
Offer not available in conjunction with any other offer/discount or on any other AA product/service. Details correct at time of issue.
2. Renewal offer available to members of the armed forces who are existing AA Members, or who join under the enrolment offer,
and will be available at each renewal date until they cease to be a members of the armed forces or the withdrawal of this scheme.
3. Mintel – UK Vehicle recovery report, September 2014.
AutomobileAssociation InsuranceServices Limited is an insurance intermediary authorisedand regulatedby theFinancialConductAuthority.
Registered office: Fanum House, Basing View, Basingstoke RG21 4EA. Registered in England & Wales, number 2414212.

SAVE
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Queen
Victoria
School

Raising to
Distinction
Admissions Deadline
15 Jan each year
Queen Victoria School in
Dunblane is a co-educational
boarding school for the children
of UK Armed Forces personnel
who are Scottish, or who have
served in Scotland or who have
been members of a Scottish
regiment.

The QVS experience encourages
and develops well-rounded,
confident individuals in an
environment of stability
and continuity.

The main entry point is into
Primary 7 and all places are fully
funded for tuition and boarding
by the Ministry of Defence.

Families are welcome to find out
more by contacting Admissions
on +44 (0) 131 310 2927
to arrange a visit.

Queen Victoria School
Dunblane Perthshire
FK15 0JY

www.qvs.org.uk
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